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than his secluded mother, he had less real brain power*.1 In-
discretions, which he had from time to time committed, made
her reluctant that he should have access to the more confidential
papers; and it was not till 1892, in his fifty-first year, that he was
allowed to see (but not to keep) copies of the prime minister's
reports on cabinet meetings. The deprivation may have been
warranted; but it debarred him from experience. The British
documents published since the war2 illustrate the result. Not
many of them bear annotations by him, and most of those are
colourless or negligible. The contrast is very great with the
corresponding German papers, plastered with William IPs keen
and knowledgeable, if often unwise, comments.
As late as 1896 the incident of the Kruger telegram had illus-
trated the difference between the attainments of mother and son.
The prince's reaction to it was to join in the general indignation
and call for 'a severe snub'. The queen's was to compose a con-
summate letter to the Kaiser, which no diplomat in history could
have bettered. By the side of her ripeness in counsel and un-
ruffled skill, her son's quality seemed that of a crude beginner.3
Yet it was only five years later that (in his sixtieth year) he came
to the throne. Men do not expand easily at such ages; and it
would have needed an amount of hard work, which lay quite
outside his habits, to endow the novice of 1896 with the more
than professional expertness in diplomacy often afterwards mis-
attributed to him.
Nevertheless he had in many respects great natural ability.
He knew how to be both dignified and charming; he had an
excellent memory; and his tact in handling people was quite
exceptional. He had a store of varied, though unsystematized,
knowledge gathered at first-hand through talking to all sorts of
eminent men. His tastes were not particularly elevated, but they
were thoroughly English; and he showed much (though not un-
failing) comprehension for the common instincts of the people
over whom he reigned. This was not the less remarkable be-
cause, though a good linguist in French and German, he never
learned to speak English without a German accent.
On 14 February 1901 he opened parliament in person, reviving
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